
Item no.: 382250

MC-445 - Sportgurt für Maclean-Telefon, universell, für Telefon, Kamera,
GoPro-Kameras und andere

from 11,91 EUR
Item no.: 382250

shipping weight: 0.10 kg
Manufacturer: Maclean Brackets

Product Description
The harness allows you to mount a GoPro camera or phone on your chest. They can be used by both women and men, people with a small figure and well-built people. All this
thanks to a wide range of adjustments and high flexibility of the fastening straps.The harnesses are made of high-quality plastic and flexible rubber, which guarantees their very high
quality and ergonomics.A great solution for people looking for a replacement for Chest Mount Harness.The built-in mirror makes it easier to position yourself in the camera frame, so
your materials will always be of high quality. The holder is compatible with phones with a width of 75 mm to 100 mm and a height of 140 to 180 mm, and the built-in special locking
system guarantees that your smartphone will be stably mounted on the holder. The harness has length adjustment buckles, so you can adjust its length to your body
shape.Convenience of recordingHarnesses that enable mounting a smartphone, camera, GoPro camera and other devices on the chest are an excellent option for active people
who need a solution that allows them to record their sports activities without having to hold the device in their hand or attach it to a helmet. The huge range of adjustments, small
dimensions and modest weight mean that every user will not even feel that they are wearing a harness with the device installed.Specification- Producer: Maclean- Model: MC-445-
Mounted on the cage- Shock resistant- 180° tilt angle adjustment- Universal size- 1/4" threadFits phones with dimensions:- width: 7.5 - 10 cm- height: 14 - 18 cmSet contains-
Sports harness for GoPro Maclean MC-445 camerasPhone holder- User manualFeatures- Chest attachment for mounting a camera or phone- Compatible with smartphones, GoPro
cameras and more- Shock resistant- Universal size- Wide range of strap adjustments- Adjustable angle of inclination- High comfort of use- Supports phones with a width of 7.5 to 10
cm and a height of 14 to 18 cm
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